The question word tānisi is used to ask 'how?' in the main clause question in (1) and also in the embedded question in (2) . In both instances, the question word appears at the left edge of its clause. Ojibwe and Menominee are similar to Plains Cree in that they also employ independent question words in an embedded question: (Johnson and Macaulay 2015:369) Meskwaki, however, exhibits a different pattern. Main clause questions contain independent question words, as in (5) with kaši 'how'. But the independent question words do not appear in embedded questions, as in (6). Meskwaki uses a special inflected form of the verb called the INTERROGATIVE PARTICIPLE to express embedded questions: the inflection on the verb itself indicates which argument of the verb is being questioned.
In this paper I demonstrate how the interrogative participles function to express embedded questions and show how they are related to formally similar evidentials and a sub-class of relative clauses in Meskwaki. In the last section I raise some issues about the interaction of syntactic structure and information structure in embedded questions.
WHAT IS A PARTICIPLE?
Participles are verb forms used as nouns or modifiers of nouns. Meskwaki exhibits both conjunct participles and interrogative participles. That is, the portion of the inflectional morphology agreeing with the subject and object of the verb comes from the conjunct order for conjunct participles and from the interrogative order for interrogative participles. 3 Since conjunct participles are more common and have a wider distribution, I will first illustrate participle formation with a conjunct participle. (9) contains a conjunct participle built from the stem mahkate·wi·-'fast', which modifies the head noun oškinawe·ha 'young man'. The suffix -t indicates that the subject of 'fast' is 3 rd person singular; the head suffix -a indicates that the head of the relative clause is the 3 rd person singular argument, coreferential to the subject of 'fast' and to the head noun oškinawe·ha 'young man'.
(9) oškinawe·ha me·hkate·wi·ta oškinawe·h-a IC-mahkate·wi·-ta young.man-SG IC-fast-3/PART/3 'A young man who fasted' L.title
In (10) the head of the conjunct participle is 3 rd person obviative singular, coreferential to the object of the lower verb nes-'kill', and to the demonstrative pronoun which is the head of noun phrase, i·nini 'that one (obv.)'
Lazybones-SG 'that one (obv) whom Lazybones (prox) killed' L306
(11) illustrates the formation of a participle whose head corresponds to an oblique argument of the lower clause. The verb stem oči·-'be from' requires an oblique argument expressing source; a conjunct participle formed on the oblique argument has the gloss 'the place from which they came.' (11) we·či·wa·či IC-oči·-wa·či IC-be.from-3P/PART/OBL 'the place from which they came' (Dahlstrom 2015:152 .11L)
Participles in which the head is an oblique argument expressing stationary location exhibit a slight irregularity in formation. Instead of Initial Change applying to the left edge of the verb, the aorist prefix is used instead:
'the place where they live'
As stated above, (9-12) are examples of conjunct participles, where the suffixes indicating the subject (and object) of the lower verb are drawn from the conjunct order of inflection. Interrogative participles are formed using the same template given above in (7), but the suffixes agreeing with the subject and object of the lower verb are taken from the interrogative order. Interrogative participles used as relative clauses indicate that the existence of the referent is not presupposed or have an evidential function -that is, they explicitly mark something about the speaker's source of evidence. (13) illustrates a relative clause for which the existence of the referent is not presupposed:
Likewise, an interrogative participle is often found as the object of verbs like natone·h-'search for', where the existence of the object need not be presupposed.
(14) e·hnatone·hamowa·čike·hi wi·hpwa·wi-taši-kemiya·nikwe·ni e·h-natone·h-amowa·či=ke·hi IC-wi·h-pwa·wi-taši-kemiya·n-nikwe·ni AOR-search.for-3P>0/AOR=and IC-FUT-not-there-rain-0'/INT.PART/OBL 'And they were looking for a place where it would not rain' R138.47
Interrogative participles used as relative clauses may also be used with an evidential function, to explicitly indicate the absence of direct, firsthand knowledge on the part of the speaker.
5 For example, (15) is an interrogative participle formed on the stem omeso·ta·ni-'have (second object) as a parent'. Here the speaker, a young man, can surely assume that the addressee, an old woman, had parents; however, since he is too young to have known the parents personally, he uses an interrogative participle. (15) The two functions of interrogative participles display a clear connection: interrogative participles may be used if the speaker has no reason to assume the existence of any referent satisfying the description of the relative clause (examples (13-14)), or this type of participle may be used to explicitly distance the speaker from claiming firsthand knowledge of the existence of the referent.
OTHER INTERROGATIVE ORDER PARADIGMS: PLAIN INTERROGATIVE AND PRIORITIVE
The various verbal modes classified together as the interrogative order all exhibit suffixes containing a -w which Goddard (2004:106) labels the irrealis -w, viewing the system from a diachronic perspective. 6 The Meskwaki irrealis -w ultimately derives from a Proto-Algonquian negative morpheme, as demonstrated in Goddard 2006:189ff. The link between interrogative order inflection and evidential functions can be seen most clearly in the verbal mode labelled the PLAIN INTERROGATIVE, in which there is no initial change applied to the left edge of the verb stem and which does not exhibit the variation in head suffixes seen above with the interrogative participles. 7 The plain interrogative is used as an evidential indicating that the speaker is deducing after the fact that an event occurred: (17) The relatively uncommon verbal mode of the PRIORITIVE is used to indicate that the action in the main clause occurred before the action in the adverbial clause:
(19) me·h-ki·ši-wi·seniwa·kwe IC-me·h-ki·ši-wi·seni-wa·kwe IC-before-PERF-eat-3P/PRIOR 'before they had finished eating, …' L161
In this context the irrealis w is motivated because the subjects had not in fact finished eating at the relevant moment reported here.
MAIN CLAUSE QUESTIONS AND PARTICIPLES
Returning to the subject of questions, we saw above that main clause questions in Meskwaki contain an independent question word. Example 5 is repeated below: 'He (prox) asked him (obv) whether he (obv) had walked around. "Yes," he (obv) said….' (Michelson 1927:44.10-11) Since an embedded yes-no question requires the relative root preverb iši-, otherwise associated with obliques of manner or of goal of motion, a verb such as e·ši-ki·yose·nikwe·ni in (28) is ambiguous out of context. In a different context the same verb might mean 'how he (obviative) walked around.' In (28), however, the following line in which the obviative third person responds ehe·he 'yes' confirms that the construction is an embedded yes-no question.
INTERROGATIVE COMPLEMENT OMITTING THE MAIN VERB
The association between interrogative participle inflection and embedded questions is so strong in Meskwaki that an interrogative participle may be used on its own, with no overt matrix verb, as if the participle is the complement of an understood main verb 'I wonder…'. Although (29-31) resemble subordinate clauses with a 'missing' main verb, I do not wish to claim that there is a covert, unpronounced main verb in these examples. Instead, I hypothesize that these are main verbs displaying an inflectional pattern that is more commonly found in embedded clauses.
SYNTAX AND INFORMATION STRUCTURE
Examples (1-6) at the beginning of the paper contrasted two strategies for expressing embedded questions: the morphological strategy seen in Meskwaki versus employing a question word as a separate syntactic constituent (Plains Cree, Ojibwe, and Menominee). We may note that both strategies are semantically identical: both clearly indicate that the complement clause is interrogative and identify the element being questioned. Comparing the two constructions, I conjecture that Meskwaki's morphological strategy is archaic. That is, loss of final vowels in the sister languages would entail that the distinctions encoded by the head suffix in final position of the participle would be obscured, favoring the spread of the main clause question formation strategy to embedded clauses as well.
Elsewhere (e.g. Dahlstrom 1993 The position dedicated to FOCUS (following a negative element, if any, and preceding any oblique argument) is where independent question words in main clauses appear. Could we hypothesize that the focus position is not present in Meskwaki subordinate clauses? The answer to this question is no: other elements which typically appear in the main clause focus position also appear to the left of the verb in subordinate clauses, e.g. ke·ko·hi 'something' in (33) or the contrastive independent pronoun in (34):
AOR-urge-1>2/AOR something FUT-know.how.to.make-2>0/AOR '…when I push you to learn to make something.' (Goddard 2006a:27) Rather, an embedded question like (26) is a report on an earlier speech event.
The difference between the information structure of (21) and that of (26) is important to keep in mind. Though space does not permit exploring this issue in depth in the current paper, consider the following example, offered in a recent paper by Fry and Mathieu (to appear) as part of their arguments against explaining Long Distance Agreement in terms of the information structure relation topic: Fry and Matheiu's argument runs as follows: question words bear focus; a single element cannot be both focus and topic; therefore (36) shows that topic is not the relevant notion for explaining Long Distance Agreement.
9 However, the discussion of examples (21) and (26) above demonstrates that the premise that all question words bear the information structure relation of focus is not valid: the context in which a given question word is used must be taken into account. The fact that question words in main clauses bear the information structure relation of focus does not entail that a question word in an embedded question is also an instance of focus.
CONCLUSION
In this paper I have outlined the morphological strategy employed by Meskwaki to express embedded questions and contrasted this strategy with the more familiar syntactic strategy found in Plains Cree, Ojibwe, and Menominee. Meskwaki embedded questions are expressed by interrogative participles: the details of participle formation for both conjunct and interrogative participles were presented, along with examples of main clause questions containing participles. Some formally similar other paradigms belonging to the interrogative order, all containing the irrealis suffix -w, were illustrated, providing a motivation for this morphological set to perform the function of expressing embedded questions. Examples of embedded questions questioning subject, object, and various types of oblique arguments were provided, and the strategy for expressing an embedded yes-no question explained. Finally, the relation between a syntactic position in which main clause questions typically appear and the information structure relation of focus was explored, showing that we cannot assume that embedded questions exhibit the same information structure relations as that of main clause questions.
